In addition to being one of the worst named languages of all time, Processing is useful for doing visualizations, quick mockups, and interaction like handling key presses and mouse-clicks. Written to be like Java, came from the MIT Media Lab. Casey Reas & Ben Fry. Similar idea to our use of JavaScript in this course: it should be quick and fast to make visual things.
JavaScript port of Processing done by John Resig (creator of jQuery).
[Wall-E looks longingly towards the human-readable version of the Web. Help him reach it by building a small part of the Semantic Web.]
FOR NEXT WEEK

Project 3 is due by 12:00pm (noon) Tuesday, Oct. 27.

Email us with your project, who was in your group and who did what, an explanation of why you did what you did, what challenges you faced and what worked and what didn’t.

Be ready to demo and discuss in class.

You can find links to help with all of these on the course website at http://courses.ischool.berkeley.edu/i290-4/f09/